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108|Contemporary to host “Craft Vibes”
During Tulsa Mayfest, May 13, 4-6 p.m.
10-year anniversary celebration will feature
partners Nātv, American Inheritance Confectionary, and Nothing’s Left Brewing Co.

Tulsa, Okla. – As part of their ongoing 10-year anniversary celebration, 108|Contemporary is
hosting a pop-up event called "Craft Vibes" on Saturday, May 13 from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. The
event is set to coincide with Tulsa International Mayfest taking place in the Tulsa Arts District.

The come-and-go, free admission event offers fine craft through food and beverage for
purchase from partners including Nātv, American Inheritance Confectionary, and Nothing’s
Left Brewing. Nātv will have a build-your-own fry bread craft available for purchase alongside
craft chocolate and local brews from American Inheritance and Nothing’s Left, respectively.

108|Contemporary gallery and shop will be open from 12:00 to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday, May
13, 2023. Visitors can experience the current exhibition, “Marilyn Artus: Assorted American
Commentary,” SHOP 108, and stay for the craft snacks and beverages. We will also offer free
take-and-make craft kits and an interactive group project designed to introduce the
community to new types of craft art in a hands-on way.

For more information on 108|Contemporary’s 10th Anniversary Celebrations, visit:
https://108contemporary.org/event/10th-anniversary-at-108/

About 108|Contemporary
108|Contemporary originated as Brady Craft Alliance in 2009. For four years, Brady Craft
Alliance brought craft artists to the area with exhibitions like VisionMakers and Crafting Ritual &
Identity, our first Oklahoma invitational exhibition. We decided to create a new identity for
ourselves to acknowledge our move to the Mathews Warehouse complex in 2013. The Tulsa
Arts District is overflowing with energy and entertainment, and we wanted to match it with a
new vision with programming and more ambitious exhibitions. Our top priority is to inspire,
educate, and recognize contemporary art that honors traditional art practices and the quality
of which it’s made. Learn more at 108contemporary.org.
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